Tech Cindermen Deep In All Track Events; Season 2 Weeks Away

By Bob Burscheidt

With the first meet of the outdoor season, a triangular meet between New England, Bowdoin and Vermont at Brunswick, Maine, less than two weeks off, several big guns, including the returning sprinters, Ian Williams, George Greener, and transterman Walter Wells, is ready to lead a strong group of experienced men.

The weakest points in the field are the men who have been missing out on plenty of practice, although the Engineers are not deep in any event. In both

San Diego and at the pole vault, experience is again the key factor. The strongest men, particularly those pushing for vaults in New England in Freshman record under Bob Thomson. They will perform the best, as well as the returning seniors and the freshman team backed strength in the event.

Shortage of High Jumpers

Dave Freeman and Austin Mead have an extremely small list of returning high jumpers. In the broad jump, Jack Price. recording and Chris Hardin and Chadickets all the 24 mark, but will be joined by several of the likes of John Benjamin of Northeastern and Bob Frank of Tufts, who placed second and sixth in the 1963 indoor broad jump and are also top-flight high jumpers.

Jerry Carpenter and Jerry Rothberg are tops among the Tech high jumpers. Carpenter, a sophomore, holds the Freshman record, while Rothberg picked up price a few seconds and thirds in the hammer and discus last year. Tom Binard, the most promising of last year's Freshmen hurdles, dropped out of school and Bob Steph has only one year, which was rather simply to a fairly large group of seasoned men who were successful for the Freshman squad last year.

Tough Scare Ahead

Since the varsity schedule lists for meets, two with teams which topped the Techmen during the indoor season and two against a pair of the strongest contenders for the New England title, defending champions Tufts and Bowdoin College, the Beaver cindermen are in for a tough season.

Tech Nine Play Brandeis Today; Dixon To Hurl

Although Roy Merritt has not definitely decided on his starting lineup, the probable starters for today's game with Brandeis University are Stan Lenard, catcher; Bob Jeck, left field; Russ Falck, second base; Ron Thompson, shortstop; Bob Dunford, right field; Selle White, and Winifred in the outfield. Dixon is the most likely starter for the first four, and Ron Thompson and Danforth are the only returning hurlers.

This game should provide a good indication of the Beaver's chances for success in the coming season as Brandeis has some good men and a fairly deep squad especially strong pitching.

Chandler
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whenever following the girls around—which was an ingenious way to try sneaking them. All agreed it was much easier to watch the phone number that way. Except for such social functions, Techmen will find little opportunity to meet up with the campus's only Tech girl, unless they came in small groups to the school for tea and jukebox dancing.

The girls suggested this means, "You're making the girls work for you, providing they know someone in the group. All we have to do is let them know a few days before you plan to make the visit. The school has a 20-week dance floor and plenty of room to wander around, so the situation is perfect for an informal gathering after school. If you go in a group or as a Dance Date Techmen were also mentioned as possibilities for providing better social opportunities in the future."

After talking to these girls, it is all helped to realize that Techmen have been missing out on plenty of fun here. (Just ask the guys from

SAE, Sigma Chi, and Sigma Chi."

Rugby Grads Stop Undergrads 6-3

The Grads managed to come back and defeat the favored Undergrads 6-3 in a long, rough and exciting 1 1/2-hour Rugby game on Higgins field Friday. The game was played as part of a doubleheader that will be played against Harvard at Harvard on Saturday, April 13, at Harvard. The Undergrads won the first half by a goal, from point, the second half with an error in the competition, prior to the all-boys game. The grads were determined after featuring the all-boys game. The grads were determined after featuring the all-boys game. The grads were determined after featuring the all-boys game. The grads were determined after featuring the all-boys game.

The Undergrads drew first blood against the favored Undergrads with a try by Doug O'Donnell. The Undergrads drew first blood against the favored Undergrads with a try by Doug O'Donnell. The Undergrads drew first blood against the favored Undergrads with a try by Doug O'Donnell.